I wondered what the other members might think of my way to make sales in music in 2 hours, although this is an experiment.

My goal is for you to read and understand this post.

My product would be in a Meisner-bent (online) course, where participants use cam software to do Meisner kind of activities, where Meisner is a technique that helps build spoken confidence using repetition, in, e.g. musicians and entrepreneurs.

The benefits are possibly making sales, in preparation for which they have to be with-it over the following information.  (Please note: the sales rely on exposure, and the other members may be able to suggest other avenues).

But first, let me say how they will need to be with-it enough to complete Meisner class.  They will need to be with-it over meditation.  So, meditate on all days, including class days (the technique should be spiritual to be most effective).  Meditation is to deal with (I mean remaining positive during) the demands of the class.  (I would instruct them in meditation in my course.)

To be with-it to make sales, you need one thing.  To accept that enough of a "threshold" (a particular threshold) will open up sales to you (and only you can start them with it).  

You need a song (16 lines), an argument (80 lines), details (16 per [algorithm -read later] line) and comments (16 per detail).  The threshold involves details, many details, but we will come to that later.

We need things called breasonings.  And, yes, we need to do it this way because this is the way it works, and is how we will make sales.

A breasoning is an object in a sentence that we visualise in a high-quality way to God (which my course would instruct them in).  Having 80 breasonings proves that you've reached a threshold of professionalism, recognised by managers, teachers, etc., and have A (deserve 80% in an education assignment).  The second threshold is 50 As - the threshold of professionalism, which earns a job.  The third threshold is 4*50 As, which means your work is famous in time and can be sold.  You can do all this using algorithms and relatively little work.  But you must be with-it.

You need 4*50 As in each of the following categories per word and note in the song and argument:
1. product, and its developed (recognisable to top-level so that it will work) seen-as version (an attention catcher when the customer has finished thinking about the product, and it is combined with being developed, so it maintains high quality in people's minds).
2. sales, and their developed seen-as version
3. education thoughts, and their developed seen-as version
4. B (objection to the product), and its developed seen-as version  Note, I will describe how to write details, algorithms and breasonings for your argument, where details detail algorithms and algorithms are examples of breasonings.
5. B to B (rebuttal, or objection to objection to the product - in other words, agreement with it), and its developed seen-as version

You can write breasonings by thinking of a good example of a reason for the song (it needs to be on the topic of the song to work).

This is made easier by thinking of a simple logical, not necessarily computational algorithm, e.g. "different things return to being positive" has the algorithm "Thing, _FirstState (sic), PositiveState", where the Thing, whatever its FirstState, returns to a PositiveState.

Details are the easy part.  In my course, I would give a music composition algorithm and an algorithm to automatically convert lines of the algorithm, in my own programming language, called List Prolog (to more easily decompose and analyse the lines) first using a Shell script and List Prolog, where the Shell script breaks down a trace of the music composition algorithm, which takes "4 Seasons" from the line of code (using a character to note converter, and finds possible chord progressions using multiple possible chord progression algorithms, key signatures, etc.) and avoids memory problems by using Shell.

By this time there would be more than enough details, and the whole thing could be converted into breasonings using another of my algorithms, texttobr, after more training from my course for using the texttobr algorithm.  To tell you the truth, once the workings are made clear, the single output of the process to prepare the song for sale would be "true" (all the details would be deleted, and the programs would be deleted too, where I may later make my program finder program available as a tool to write more complicated algorithms more quickly, by finding programs from input and output, and therefore the programs could be saved in a file).  As an aside, the details (from the music composer trace) could be appended with details which were outputs from my philosophy or normal details, e.g. rhetoric (two parts using the same relation), optimisation, decomposition, etc.) using the List Prolog lines as input.  BTW, details should be 250 breasonings long because this is the minimum professional threshold for a colourful shape appearing.

Comments, conversation starters for each detail, are basically for fun and are given by the detail * eight colours * four ways of pretty printing the List Prolog data in the trace.  This includes the comments for a web announcement and the update to it.

Now, to make sales each day you need to have done the texttobr bit for each song beforehand (there will be extra breasonings, but that is the "famous" bit), indicate texttobr's method (described in the would-be course) on two days per week, and breason out 250 character breasonings each day in between, especially if you are the trainer, but also the one wanting to make sales.  Note: you should add a copy of 4*50 As per breasoning category in each song to the total breasonings twice per week, and also the sales volume*4*50 As per breasoning category in each song, and in the course we shall see how arguments can have content in their algorithms specifically about why customers want the song, which we can get down to repeating patterns and single texttobr inputs as we progress.

Now, the crucial bit, especially for those who would like income while staying at home, is attracting attention to making sales given this preparation.  One way is to use The Online Musician by Leah and attract interest in your songs.

